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RNA REGULATORS OF GENE EXPRESSION

• siRNA small interfering RNA
• miRNA microRNA
• lncRNA long non coding RNA
• piRNA PIWI-associated RNA

• RNAi from the bench to the clinic
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RNAi for RNA interference : discovered in Petunia, 
a widespread natural genome defence 
phenomenon, now a powerful experimental tool, 
may be causing a medical revolution 

• RNAs were long thought to have two broad functions in cells:              
mRNAs as intermediates in gene coding and rRNAs, tRNAs, snRNAs 
performing structural and catalytic roles.

• 1980‘s:  H. Weintraub and colleagues report the inhibition/suppression of 
eukaryotic endogenous genes such as thymidine kinase and actin by anti-
sense RNA (as a molecular tool to genetic analysis) 

• early 1990‘s: plant molecular biologist introduced deep purple chalcone 
synthase transgenes that modulated Petunia flower colours with 
unexpected results ! 



white sections indicate pigment gene -specific „suppression“ (from A. van der 
Krol et al. Plant Cell 2, 291-299 (1990)





Sobering discovery: injecting dsRNA resulted in 
silencing gene expression in C. elegans



1990‘s first miRNA
identified

RNAi is known today as an evolutionary conserved mechanism that targets 
mRNAs for cleavage and represses mRNA translation (PTGS); more recently also 
found involved in transcriptional gene silencing (TGS)



Prominent RNAs in Eukaryotic Cellular Regulation
coding
mRNA transcripts of protein coding genes
tRNA translation
rRNA constituents of ribosomes

non coding, regulatory
siRNA small interfering RNA
miRNA microRNA
lncRNA long non coding RNA
piRNA PIWI-associated RNA
snRNA mRNA splicing/processing
snoRNA rRNA modification  
smRNA neuron-specific 

gene expression
…



Short interfering RNAs (siRNAs): target mRNAs for 
cleavage and silence gene transcription

siRNAs (ds RNA 21-22 nt) silence genes by promoting the cleavage of mRNAs with exact 
complementary sequences 

siRNAs are not conserved between species (fly, human) however RNAi by siRNAs is an 
evolutionary conserved mechanism whereby genes are specifically silenced through 
degradation of their mRNAs.

siRNAs have protective functions against NA invader, silencing viral genes, repetitive 
sequences and transposable genetic elements etc

siRNAs dependent pathways can act either in the cytoplasm or in the nucleus ie, PTGS
(post transcriptional gene silencing) mediated by RISC (RNAi induced silencing complex) 
and TGS (transcriptional gene silencing) mediated by RITS (RNAi induced transcriptional 
silencing complex)

siRNAs induce transcriptional gene silencing directly on chromosomes (at least in plants, 
worms and flies) by inducing loci –specific DNA methylation and histone methylation, forming 
heterochromatin



siRNA basics

RISC

Activation by ATP

m7G

Target recognition and cleavage

m7G
Target mRNA substrate

(A)n
*RISC

21 nt siRNA duplex
RNA – protein complex formation

Dicer



siRNAs biogenesis and RNA interference 

Dicer (RNase III nuclease) processes 
dsRNA into short interfering RNAs 
(siRNAs): 21-23 nt, 2nt 3´overhangs

 RNA dependent RNA polymerase 
(RdRP) not in flies and mammals 
synthesizes dsRNA from ssRNA           

siRNAs can also be custom synthesized

siRNAs are incorporated into RISC (RNA 
induced silencing complex), followed by 
unwinding and selecting guide siRNA
active RISC binds to specific mRNA for 
target mRNA cleavage

siRNAs mediated RNAi: post 
transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS)

Novina and Sharp 2004, Nature 430, 161



Transcriptional Gene Silencing by Heterochromatin 
Assembly (epigenetic silencing pathways)

dsRNAs

in chromatin, the compact form of genomic DNA – histone N-term „tails“ 
modification, eg H3K9 methylation, mediate interactions with regulatory proteins, 
such as repressors, and assemble into heterochromatin, the silenced form of 
chromatin



siRNAs involved in silencing gene transcription
through heterochromatin assembly ( eg S. pombe)



DNA methylation usually associates with gene 
silencing

methylation alters the appearance of the major groove of DNA and thus affect 
the binding of transcription factors

promoters to be switched off by changing the interaction between DNA and 
transcription factors and/or chromatin structure (CpG islands found in >60% 
promoters)

the positions of 5-methyl cytosine can be passed on during DNA replication (by 
‘maintenance methylases’ Dnmt’s) and thus act as a long-term molecular markers; 
significance of “CpG islands”

X-chromosome inactivation

lack of expression from repetitive and parasite DNA sequences

epigenetic information / imprinting

cancer / diseases from defects in the methylation pathway 

eg. MeCP2 CpG binder (X chromosome linked mutations / Rett syndrome) 





Transcriptional gene silencing (TGS) by siRNA 
mediated DNA methylation

RNA dependent DNA 
methylation (RdDM) in 
plants - also functional in 
mammals ?



siRNAs: transcription and silencing coupled ?

S.Buratowski and D. Moazed Nature 453:1174



microRNAs (miRNAs): mainly repress mRNA 
translation

originally discovered in C. elegans in 1990‘s: lin-4 gene product mediating lin-14
translational repression (lin4 derived RNA complementary to lin-14 3‘UTR)

miRNAs are conserved between species (discovery of worm let7 in 2000 allowed 
the identification of paralogous miRNAs in several species (fly, human)

~over 1000 miRNAs sequences reported in human (more to come ?)

ongoing identifcation by bioinformatic scans (computational approach to the 
precise mRNA target of miRNAs is challenging due to the imperfect base pair 
matching)

miRNAs are thought to regulate over half of all mammalian genes, alterations of 
their activities associate with cancer, inflammation, neuronal development (eg. 
mir-142 involved in B-cell leukemia by driving expression of a truncated Myc gene, 
mir-133a involved in ABCA1 regulation driving cholesterol efflux, etc...)

„antagomir“ inhibits miRNA activity („antagomirization“)



microRNAs (miRNAs): lin-4 gene product mediating
lin-14 expression regulation



Mack, Nat Biotechnol. 2007 Jun;25(6):631-8

miRNA basics



muscle specific miR-206

blood vessel miR-126

mechano sensory system 
miR-200a

kidney precursor miR-30c

microRNAs and tissue-specific functions
Wienholds E. et al. 2005 Science 309, 310



miRNAs biogenesis and RNA interference
pri-miRNAs are mostly Pol II transcripts (like for snRNAs probably Pol III also 
involved in pri-miRNA biogenesis however ~1kb transcripts (longer than average 
Pol III transcripts)

miRNAs inhibit translation initiation or stimulate ribosome drop-off near the 
mRNA translation start site

mature miRNA biogenesis from stem loop precursors involves several steps of 
RNA processing leading to the assembly of the miRNP complex and binding to 
3‘UTR

?

Novina and Sharp 2004, Nature 430, 161



miRNAs: inhibition before or after initiation of 
mRNA translation 

inhibition of mRNA translation initiation is the earliest 
molecular event affected by miRNAs Mathonnet G. et al. Sciene 317. 1764 (2007)



miRNA target prediction

Maziere and Enright 2007, Drug Discovery Today, 12(11-12):452-8

miRNA secondary structures of three main types of target site duplex



miRBase – predicted miRNA target genes

miRNA targets are an even more interesting “aspect” than the miRNAs 
themselves

miRBase, database with information about predicted target genes, based on the 
miRanda prediction algorithm (freely available). 

focused on the 3’ UTR considering cross-species conservation, and 
thermodynamic stability

Maziere and Enright 2007, Drug Discovery Today, 12(11-12):452-8 



miRNAs and siRNAs:  two different mechanisms 
with similar enzymes

Genetic evidence support 
that the siRNAs and miRNAs 
pathways are different (eg 
different protein complexes 
involved, etc)

W. Filipowicz et al. Current 
Opinion in Structural 
Biology 2005. 15: 331



Intergenic

Overlapping

Exogenic

Intronic

lncRNA
protein-coding gene

lncRNAs: >200 bases, non protein coding RNAs

lncRNAs regulate various cellular processes.

1. regulation of transcription factor

2. chromatin modifications/remodeling 

3. modulate splice patterns

4. silence genes by generating endo-siRNAs

5. lcnRNAs can directly interact with proteins (coactivator) 

8. can be processed to miRNAs

9. block miRNAs (decoy)
Shi X et al. (2013) Cancer letters 339:159-

Long non-coding RNAs:various regulatory functions



Decoding the function of long non-coding RNAs 
(lncRNA)

Long non coding RNAs are 
mRNA like non protein coding 
RNAs that are transcribed 
throughout eukaryotic 
genomes and directly regulate 
transcription

Chen LL and Carmichael 
GG. 2010 Current Opinion 
in Cell Biology.22: 357



adapted from Shi X et al. (2013) Cancer letters 339:159-

Long non-coding RNAs in health and diseases



PIWI interacting RNAs (piRNAs): mainly protecting germline 
cells from transposons
a novel class of longer-than-average miRNAs known as PIWI-interacting RNAs 
(piRNAs) has been characterized in flies, fish and mammals

piRNAs are about 26-31 nt in length depending on PIWI proteins that they bind to

piRNAs are independent of Dicer, rely on different nucleases

piRNAs guide PIWI proteins to complementary RNAs derived from transposable 
elements, similar to siRNAs cleaving transposon RNA, leading to silencing 

Meister G. Nature reviews 
Genetics (2013) 14:447-455





Experimental tool for silencing gene: benefits from 
bench to the clinic _ RNAi in cell lines and in vivo

powerful tool in pathway/target validation if combined with a functional  
in vitro assay (eg. genome wide siArray screens)

rapid use (compared to KO) and easy to monitor by qPCR and 
proteomics; requires gene sequence only 

target-specific knockdown can mimic effect of an antagonist to a 
receptor or an enzyme inhibitor (eg. POC if no inhibitor is available)

siRNAs, miRNAs, shRNAs help deciphering a gene function, a 
mechanism of action, a pathway

challenges: off target effects, protein stability, IFN responses etc





lentiviral delivery of shRNAs and the mechanism of RNAi interference 
in mammalian cells



„knockdown“ of protein usually follows mRNA degradation, however 
efficiency is strongly dependent on protein stability

Challenge: off-target effects, protein stability

double stranded RNA can activate non-specific immune response (in vivo 
RNAi)

cytotoxicity, cellular stress response and interference with protein 
synthesis could interfere with efficiency and functional readout 



Challenge: off-target effects

off target of siRNAs (unintentional reduction of transcript levels) are due to 
miRNA-like activities

off target transcripts contain sites of partial complementarity to the siRNA, 
reminiscent to those observed between miRNA and their targets

LP. Lim et al. Nature 433. 2005



Challenge: off-target effects



RNAi in vivo: into the lab and the clinic

C. elegans: specific genetic interference by ingesting dsRNA-
expressing bacteria or injecting dsRNA

mammals: a major obstacle to in vivo therapeutic silencing is the 
delivery



Delivery Methods for in vivo RNA Interference

Critical points for in vivo RNAi is the delivery and the specific targeting
Several delivery methods for RNA interference in vivo currently under development

Leung et al, 2005, Pharmacology and therapeutics



Philipp A. Sharp Nobel Laureate 1994 Andrew Fire Nobel Laureate 2006



RNAi in vivo: Therapeutic Potential in Dyslipidemia

C57BL/6 mice were tail-vein injected with 
50mg/kg ApoB siRNA conjugated to cholesterol

ApoB mRNA and protein levels can be reduced to around 50-70%.

mRNA levels protein levels

Soutschek J. et al, 2004, Nature 432.173

substantial reduction of LDL and 
chylomicron levels. total plasma 
cholesterol was reduced to 37%.

„I believe it will have significant implications. They
saw activity in the liver by every definition – they
saw the drug there, there was silencing of apoB
messenger RNAs decreased plasma levels of apoB
protein and reduced total cholesterol; its an
incredible piece of science. It involved systemic
delivery under conditions that would be consistent
with treatment in humans“ .

Philipp A Sharp .
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